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WHAT ARE MIND CONTROLLED ALTERS?
What are "alters"; are they demons? The word
“Alters” is just a term invented by mind programmers that
are actually demons. They also called programmed sleepers.
I've ministered to many people under the powers of mind
controllers over the years; through mind manipulation have
destroyed their lives. These pseudo scientist (many are just
ordinary folks who have read someone’s book and became
an expert) are people nothing more than a person practicing
ancient witchcraft magical powers using paranormal powers
to bewitch their victims. These mind handlers are modern
trained witchdoctors wearing ties and suits that have
developed techniques that would break down the
psychological integrity of the individual with regard to
information processing, information retained in the mind
and individual values. It can also be seen as subverting an
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SUPERNATURAL REVELATION TO AGREE WITH BIBLE
The power to present Christ as Lord has to be
renewed continually throughout our lives and ministries.
We must see ourselves as ministers of Christ and trustees of
His divine secrets. Whether or not we receive praise or
persecution from men, we must stand firm for this sacred
trust and glorious Gospel of Jesus Christ. We can never
teach an abstract doctrine that minister to the carnality of
man.
Every supernatural revelation must carefully be
checked with the Bible. The Holy Spirit always leads in line
with the Word. The Word and the Spirit agree: we must not
be in favor of just following voices, some voices may be
demonic. But we can never go wrong following any voice
that leads us to walk in line with the Word of God.
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The servant of corrupt gods,
whether material images or the
idols of self, carnal imaginations,
and pride of intellect, becomes
debased like his idol. 1(Ps. 115:4-12)

Pagein1 (Ps’ 135:15are almost verbally repeated
19).

individual's sense of control over their own thinking behavior, emotions or decision making.
Christians must never mix the Bible with this deceptive information and methods.
Hypnosis and manipulation over a person’s mind is called brainwashing but I call it witchcraft or
using magical powers and working with demons to influence the person’s mind and body
beyond his/her conscious will. These practices produce unconscious zombies to perform robotic
tasks for their mind handlers. They become living-breathing puppets whose strings are pulled
by their puppet masters. Alters, brainwashing, coercive persuasion, mind abuse, thought control, or
thought reform is not Christian and should have no place operating in a Christian ministry.

They manipulate the mind through the powers hypnosis using psychological, (witchcraft)
and drug techniques mind control research with the emergence of 'Brain Washing' as a
common term. Hypnosis, drugs, and psycho-surgery; separately and combined, were the tools
of this quest for the ultimate truth serum on the one hand, and the capability to create an
agent who could not have his or her mission tortured out of them, or even be aware that they
were carrying secret information given to them in an altered state of consciousness. More and
more sophisticated drugs were experimented with, such as LSD, Ketamine, and Psilocybine.
Lobotomy and the implantation of electrodes were considered as methods for creating a
compliant agent. Electro-Convulsive Shock, combined with LSD, sedation for days at a time, and
constantly replaying the patient’s own voice through helmet-mounted headphones was a
notorious Canadian researcher’s recipe for mind control.1
(2 Cor.10:4-6)"For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh:
(For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of
strong holds;) Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the
knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ; and
having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is fulfilled.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.”
CLINICAL HYPNOSIS AND HMAN BEHAVIOR; HOW BRAINWASHING WORKS

Dr. Estabrooks is a Rhodes Scholar. He took his Doctorate at Harvard ('26), and has
authored many articles and books on clinical hypnosis and human behavior. This excerpt details
Dr. Estabrooks work with Military intelligence during and after WWII.
One of the most fascinating but dangerous applications of hypnosis is its use in military
intelligence. This is a field with which I am familiar though formulating guide lines for the
techniques used by the United States in two world wars.2
Communication in war is always a headache. Codes can be broken. A professional spy
may or may not stay bought. Your own man may have unquestionable loyalty, but his judgment
is always open to question. (very carefully, a code word, sequence of numbers, or a voice
imprint is "etched" into the subject's brain. This is commonly known and referred to as the
"trigger" which will activate the subject into action. At this time, the subject will also be
implanted with a coded tracking device so that his location will always be known).
The "hypnotic courier," on the other hand, provides a unique solution. I was involved in
preparing many subjects for this work during World War II. One successful case involved an
Army Service Corps Captain whom we’ll call George Smith.
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Captain Smith had undergone months of training. He was an excellent subject but did not
realize it. I had removed from him, by post-hypnotic suggestion, all recollection of ever having
been hypnotized.
First I had the Service Corps call the captain to Washington and tell him they needed a
report of the mechanical equipment of Division X headquartered in Tokyo. Smith was ordered
to leave by jet next morning, pick up the report and return at once. Consciously, that was all he
knew, and it was the story he gave to his wife and friends.
Then I put him under deep hypnosis, and gave him -- orally -- a vital message to be
delivered directly on his arrival in Japan to a certain colonel -- let's say his name was Brown -- of
military intelligence. Outside of myself, Colonel Brown was the only person who could
hypnotize Captain Smith. This is "locking." I performed it by saying to the hypnotized Captain:
"Until further orders from me, only Colonel Brown and I can hypnotize you. We will use a signal
phrase 'the moon is clear.' Whenever you hear this phrase from Brown or myself you will pass
instantly into deep hypnosis." When Captain Smith re-awakened, he had no conscious memory
or what happened in trance. All that he was aware of was that he must head for Tokyo to pick
up a division report.
On arrival there, Smith reported to Brown, who hypnotized him with the signal phrase.
Under hypnosis, Smith delivered my message and received one to bring back. Awakened, he
was given the division report and returned home by jet. There I hypnotized him once more with
the signal phrase, and he spieled off Brown's answer that had been dutifully tucked away in his
unconscious mind.
The system is virtually foolproof. As exemplified by this case, the information was
"locked" in Smith's unconscious for retrieval by the only two people who knew the
combination. The subject had no conscious memory of what happened, so could not spill the
beans. No one else could hypnotize him even if they might know the signal phrase. 3
TRAUMA AND FEAR CREATION OF A MIND CONTROLLED SLAVE
Everything is recorded within our subconscious minds for we are like computers; the
subconscious mind can be changed, information erased and replaced by a mind handler.
A mind manipulator through using the power of hypnosis will simply place a person in an
alter state of consciousness (trance) and use a systematic program to create new “alters”
(psychologically crafted personalities activated by demons). Mind handlers manipulate alter
personalities as the foundation for programmed couriers resistant to torture, where the primary
personality would not even be aware of the secret information being carried. The information could be
summoned forth via a post-hypnotic command or response to a pre-programmed cue. 4

The controller or handler hypnotizes the person and places and layers various demons
into the victim’s mind. Like a person programming a file with passwords into the computer, the
mind controller inserts codes (or passwords) into each new demonic personality and is able to
call them up and to instruct them to do certain things which are called triggers. The purpose of
the handler is to create new personalities (demons) who operate as personalities of a mindcontrolled slave. Mind-control programming is a system that different personalities or also
called personality parts named alters (demons) by the mind handlers which are created and
layered into the subjects’ mind by people using paranormal powers of witchcraft. Thoughts fed
into our subconscious minds effect us, for good or for evil.
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Deliverance ministers call these alter personalities demons. These altars (demons) are
separated by walls created by the handler. The demons who do not know each other but can
take control of the body at different times. The handler will build blackout walls that separate
these demonically created personalities. They are like files in a computer positioned side by
side but each file has its own knowledge enclosed within it. These generated alters are not
pieces of the person’s shattered mind that come alive and form new personalities. The split
pieces of the splintered parts of the mind are just empty places that the demons can occupy.
Wizards and witches use fabricated trauma and fear to fill the parts of a shattered mind with
demons that will impersonate different personalities such as a Christian, New Age, communist,
mentally damaged, intellectual, etc. Traumas do not take these parts and form “altars” that
have broken or separated from the person’s personality. The word “Alter” is psychological
terminology for acting and thinking demons; this is the psychological explanation of
demonology.
Traumas cause the spirit of fear to enter who becomes the gatekeeper of the mind. The
demon of fear opens the various empty pieces of the mind to be occupied by the demons being
deposited in the subconscious mind by the handler. Alters (demons) have behavioral traits and
personalities with accompanied voices. Pieces of a split mind cannot talk! The shattering of the
mind could be better described as brain damage or better yet, separated sections or fragments
from the brain offering a space for demons.
TRAUMA … SPIRIT OF FEAR
Mind controllers use the spirit of fear to bring trauma which will open the doorway of the
subconscious mind to bringing demons into realms of mental and physical control of the victim.
The Spirit of fear becomes the gatekeeper of the mind. Many times less important spirits
take one of the names of Satan and confront the victim as Satan himself. Believe me, Satan is
too busy to appear or take possession of an average person. He may appear to someone who is
a leader of a country or a high level wizard or witch. However, when a controller is working with
a victim of mind control, they are attempting to intimidate the person by instilling the spirit of
fear and are being confronted with the "a prince of this world." These demons will say things
such as this, "I am too strong for you" - "I will torment you until you give in - submit to me and I
will stop." "You have no chance because I am so powerful.” “I will kill you.” Remember, words
are spiritual. They will go into the mind, the heart and the spirit.
“For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a
discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart,”(Heb 4:12).
ALTERS AND DEMONS AND MIND PROGRAMMERS
Subconscious contamination can occur when a human being is being controlled by a mind
handler (witch or wizard) who uses hypnosis and demons to control a person or masses of
people’s minds. The conscious mind is the part of the person that normally controls the
person’s WILL. However, when a mind handler hypnotizes a person, they are able to open the
door to the subconscious part of the mind and implant demonic enmities (demons) there that
they call alters. My usage of the Alter is trying to follow the programmer’s usage of this word.
Concerning those who have suffered this type of trauma-based mind-control; Multiple
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Personality/Multiple personalities or MPD; Dissociative Identity Disorder or DID is the situation
where different dissociative parts of a single brain view themselves as separate persons. The
DSM-IIIR definition of MPD is the guideline for determining MPD for this.
Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA)
This is used to represent all categories of ritual abuse which would be inspired by the desire to
rob, kill, or destroy something worthwhile in a person, especially their freedom of thought.
Many groups carrying out SRA do not mention Satan by that name. They may make Pacts to
Baphomet, and call upon Rex Mundi, or Belair, or Lucifer, or the Father of Light, God, or Kali or
even "Jesus" or "Jesus Christ". SRA is not a value judgment by the authors against some group,
the victims themselves on some level know that he or she is being abused.
Switching--This is when one part (fragment) of the mind takes over from another, or in simple
terms, this is when one alter personality (or alter demon) takes the body from the alter which is
holding the body. Switching can occur via the Programmers’ codes for calling up alters, or by
external or internal stimuli that trigger an alter to come out. Switching will usually cause at least
a flicker of the eyes, and for outside observers, who know the different (pretending)
personalities, they will observe another personality take (control) of the body.5
REALITY OF MIND CONTROL
Not all applications of hypnotism to military intelligence are a tidy as that. Perhaps you
have read _The Three Faces of Eve.__ the book was based on a case reported in 1905 by Dr.
Morton Prince of Massachusetts general Hospital and Harvard. The doctor startled everyone in
the psychological field by announcing that he had cured a woman named Beauchamp of a split
personality problem. Using post-hypnotic suggestion to submerge an incompatible, childlike
facet of the patient, he'd been able to make two other sides of Mrs. Beauchamp compatible,
and lump them together in a single cohesive personality. Clinical hypnotists throughout the
world jumped on the multiple personality bandwagon as a fascinating frontier. By the 1920's,
not only had they learned to apply post-hypnotic suggestion to deal with this weird problem,
but also had learned how to split certain complex individuals into multiple personalities like
Jeckyl-Hydes.
Schizophrenia is a spiritual problem. Psychologists see it as a mental disorder. It manifests
itself by a person acting out two or more personalities.
A psychological cure for the multiple personalities was invented psychological medical
field; the multiple personalities must be integrated with the host personality to produce
healing. This means bringing the shattered supposedly personalities back to the person’s
personality before the split and bonding them together. Other words, this strange solution sees
these demons as a separated part of the victim and through integrating them to the victims
personality, they will truly gain perfect control over the person.
CREATING A SCHIZOPHRENIA THROUGH MIND MANIPULATION
Author William Menzies Alexander gives the following characteristic of demon
possession. It is automatic representation and persistent and consistent acting out a "New
Personality"; evidence of a knowledge and intellectual power neither possessed by the subject
nor explicable on the pathological hypothesis. Change of personality, involving complete
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change of moral character. These are but the misapprehensions of an uninstructed mind and
may be briefly dismissed.6
The passage from sanity to insanity implies change of personality. The change follows a
recognized pathological order. There is sometimes a morbid exaltation of certain faculties; but
never any real augmentation of intellectual power in view the fact that moral deterioration is
an integral part of the morbid process.
Schizophrenia from the standpoint of a demonic problems occurs when two or more
demons (in a person) get so strong that they attract their own cluster of demons and thus a
personality in the person is developed by a demon cluster. Most of these clusters are headed
by rebellion in one group and rejection of other and causes a disintegration of the development
of the personality and creates distortions, and disturbances that are developed by living or
desiring a secret life.
A created schizophrenic mind occurs, I believe, when a mind handler hypnotizes a person
and then layers demon spirits into the shattered mind parts. These broken pieces of the mind
become empty places until filled with the demonic hosts. Alters are just demons.
DELIVERANCE GONE WILD AND SPIRITUAL CONFUSION
Bob Larson of Bob Larson Ministries, a fundamentalist counter-cult and anti-Occult group,
stresses the importance of accurately diagnosing whether the victim has a group of alter
personalities; or is possessed by evil, demonic spirits; or is suffering from a combination of the
two. He gives the secular psychological explanation to this spiritual problem describes that:
An alter personality is "an internalized identity that facilitates the person's survival." It must be
integrated with the host personality to produce healing.
Demons are evil spirits. Each is an "externalized (attribute to emotion, inner conflicts, outside
cases sources, or surroundings) evil entity-seeking entry to promote the person's spiritual
destruction." They must be expelled through exorcism. 3
Larson is neither a psychologist nor psychiatrist but he is explaining this demon
possession in secular terminology; in his confusion, he is describing the “evil entity seeking
entry” and then he says “they must be expelled (means to drive out) through exorcism. Also the
word “exorcism” is never used in the Bible showing the deliverance of an evil spirit. This
terminology applied to unbelievers while the term used for this biblical action is “cast out
demons.”
Larson goes on to say, “Accurate diagnosis and appropriate treatment are very important,
to prevent the victim's condition from degenerating.”7
This true, if a minister does not know the “accurate diagnosis” and the “appropriate
treatment” a complete collapse can happen. However, casting out demons consists of using
supernatural authority over demons in the name of Jesus. The wisdom and power comes from
the anointing of the Holy Spirit. Then again, proper judgment “accurate diagnosis” of
demonology in a person’s life does not consist of using psychological procedures and mixing
these man-made principals with the doctrines of the Word of God.
Christians are in a battle, a struggle between the new faith in pseudo-science and faith in
Christianity. Many consider the Bible to be mythical believing in Hegel's universal "mind-spirit" .
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. . that man's mind is directly linked to the great infinite mind and is a microcosm of it (universal
consciousness). "Ye therefore, Beloved, seeing ye know these things before, beware lest ye
also, being led away with the error of the wicked, fall from your steadfastness," (2 Pet. 3:17).
Truthfully casting out demons consist of a believer minister the understanding that the
name of Jesus is the name above every name and that it does have power over every demon.
That He gave His disciples authority to use His name and Word of God and demons must
obey. If a person has demons, the victim only have to repent and submit their lives to Jesus
and then the demons have to leave because they have no legal rights. Demons must bow
their power to the authority of Jesus and His disciples.
Matthew 10:1… “And when he had called unto him his twelve disciples, he gave them
power against unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal all manner of sickness and all
manner of disease.”
Jesus’ courses are free! He does not charge you four thousand dollars to become His
minister. He does not employ ministers that charge you four hundred dollars for “exorcisms”
but command true ministers to give the gifts that they receive from him to freely give them
to you.
"If you abide in my Word, then you are truly disciples of men; And you shall know the
truth, and the truth shall make you free," (Jn. 8:31and 32).
TALKING TO DEMONS
During a typical so-called deliverance session, Larson calls up demons and converses with
them. (There is simply no scriptural basis for this unbiblical action). He talks directly to the
demons and “forces” them to tell him how they came in, by what “right” do they stay, what
generational curse they’ve brought with them, etc. The Bible says the demons are only
subjected to the name of Jesus- not humans. He also calls on a person “alters” meaning
alternate personalities which he says are not demons but are personalities developed by the
individual to “protect” themselves, for example protection from further emotional harm. He
says some alters are good and some are bad. He believes that working with alters can help
determine which demons are present.8
Larson mentioned hearing from the forces; when a Christian conveys that deliverance
healing is a force, (Jesus is not a force) nothing happens to change the person’s life from
bondage to freedom. Still, something does happen to the inner being (of the sick person)
through the law, power of suggestion . . . (hypnosis). He (the person doing deliverancehealing) has made a mental-track (ESP) between his spirit, subconscious mind and body. The
body, the subconscious mind and the spirit of the patient . . . 1
The deliverance ministry is simple. It is not an esoteric, complicated body of knowledge. If
you follow the ways of psychologist or a psychiatrist do and you are not trained in that field,
you will end up creating a mess in your faith and those that you are trying to minister. The only
safety for the child of God is in an experiential knowledge of life in union with Christ. We need
to dwell with Christ in God, above the poisonous air where the Prince of the power of the air
carries on his work. The blood of Christ cleanses us while the cross of Christ leads us to die to
self. The Power of the Risen Lord, continually declared, laid hold of and wielded, will alone bring
the members of the Body through in victory to join Him in the Heavenlies!
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Jesus tells us: "Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy
name? And in thy name have cast out devils? And in thy name done many wonderful works?
And then I profess unto them. I never knew you; depart from Me, ye workers of iniquity"
(Matt. 7:22, 23).
The Scriptures give no indication that God has changed his modus operandi since the
ascension of Jesus Christ.
"For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, and through him to reconcile to
himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven by making peace through his
blood, shed on the cross," (Col. 1:19-23).
Personally, I believe troubled people should be pointed to Jesus Christ and turned to His
Word.
I actually had a couple to come through my ministry that was “deliverance ministers” in
Bob Larson’s ministry. This means that they paid him $4,000, bought his courses and took his
deliverance school training. Mary (fictitious name) told me the following story. Bob taught them
to interrogate “alters.” They were trained to ask the alters’ name, function and reason for being
there. Then they were supposed to find out if the “alter” was saved. If the “alter admitted that
it was not “saved.” Bob told them to lead the “alter” to Jesus. After leading the demon, oh
sorry, “alter” to Jesus, they asked the “Alter” if it wanted to stay or go be Jesus. Mary said, the
“alter” would say something like this, “No, I am going to stay here. I’ve been with this person a
long time. I help her. She needs me.” The demon stays and Mary believes she has led this
“alter” to the Lord and that she has “delivered the person.” Meanwhile, the person remains in
bondage to the demon possessing her. Mary, the four-thousand dollar minister has been
improperly taught by a well known minister to improperly cast out demons.
ALTERS ARE JUST DEMONS CREATED BY WITCHES AND WIZARDS
We are warned by God not to practice sorcery, divination, or enchantment. We are not to
follow after mediums, wizards, enchanters, charmers, and those who have a familiar spirit
(Deut. 18:9-14).We are warned by God not to practice sorcery, divination, or enchantment. We
are not to follow after mediums, wizards, enchanters, charmers, and those who have a familiar
spirit (Deut. 18:9-14).
Mind control came from the discovery of Chinese by simply evil men using witchcraft
powers working by the powers of demons.
Mind control (also known as brainwashing, coercive persuasion, mind abuse, thought
control, or thought reform) refers to a process in which a group or individual "systematically
uses unethically manipulative methods to persuade others to conform to the wishes of the
manipulator(s), often to the detriment of the person being manipulated". [1] The term has been
applied to any tactic, psychological or otherwise, which can be seen as subverting an
individual's sense of control over their own thinking, behavior, emotions or decision making. In
Propaganda: the Formation of Men's Attitudes, Jacques Ellul sustains that the "principal aims of
these psychological methods is to destroy a man's habitual patterns, space, hours, milieu, and
so on."[2]
Theories of brainwashing and of mind control were originally developed to explain how
totalitarian regimes appeared to succeed in systematically indoctrinating prisoners of war
through propaganda and torture techniques. These theories were later expanded and modified
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to explain a wider range of phenomena, especially conversions to new religious movements
(NRMs).9
The Korean War and the origin of brainwashing
See also: Thought reform in the People's Republic of China
The Oxford English Dictionary records its earliest known English-language usage of
brainwashing in an article by Edward Hunter in New Leader published on 7 October 1950.
During the Korean War, Hunter, who worked at the time both as a journalist and as a U.S.
intelligence agent, wrote a series of books and articles on the theme of Chinese brainwashing. [3]
The Chinese term 洗腦 (xǐ năo, literally "wash brain")[4] was originally used to describe
methodologies of coercive persuasion used under the Maoist regime in China, which aimed to
transform individuals with a reactionary imperialist mindset into "right-thinking" members of
the new Chinese social system.[5] To that end the regime developed techniques that would
break down the psychic integrity of the individual with regard to information processing,
information retained in the mind and individual values. Chosen techniques included
dehumanizing of individuals by keeping them in filth, sleep deprivation, partial sensory
deprivation, psychological harassment, inculcation of guilt and group social pressure.[citation
needed]
The term punned on the Taoist custom of "cleansing/washing the heart/mind"[6] (洗心, xǐ
xīn) prior to conducting certain ceremonies or entering certain holy places.
Hunter and those who picked up the Chinese term used it to explain why, unlike in earlier
wars, a relatively high percentage of American GIs defected to the enemy side after becoming
prisoners-of-war. It was believed that the Chinese in North Korea used such techniques to
disrupt the ability of captured troops to effectively organize and resist their imprisonment.[7]
British radio operator Robert W. Ford[8][9] and British army Colonel James Carne also claimed
that the Chinese subjected them to brainwashing techniques during their war-era
imprisonment.
After the war, two studies of the repatriation of American prisoners of war by Robert Jay
[10]
Lifton and by Edgar Schein[11] concluded that brainwashing (called "thought reform" by Lifton
and "coercive persuasion" by Schein) had a transient effect. Both researchers found that the
Chinese mainly used coercive persuasion to disrupt the ability of the prisoners to organize and
maintain morale and hence to escape. By placing the prisoners under conditions of physical and
social deprivation and disruption, and then by offering them more comfortable situations such
as better sleeping quarters, better food, warmer clothes or blankets, the Chinese did succeed in
getting some of the prisoners to make anti-American statements. Nevertheless, the majority of
prisoners did not actually adopt Communist beliefs, instead behaving as though they did in
order to avoid the plausible threat of extreme physical abuse. Both researchers also concluded
that such coercive persuasion succeeded only on a minority of POWs, and that the end-result of
such coercion remained very unstable, as most of the individuals reverted to their previous
condition soon after they left the coercive environment. In 1961 they both published books
expanding on these findings. Schein published Coercive Persuasion[12] and Lifton published
Thought Reform and the Psychology of Totalism.[13] More recent writers including Mikhail Heller
have suggested that Lifton's model of brainwashing may throw light on the use of mass
propaganda in other communist states such as the former Soviet Union.[14]
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In a summary published in 1963, Edgar Schein gave a background history of the precursor
origins of the brainwashing phenomenon:
Thought reform contains elements which are evident in Chinese culture (emphasis on
interpersonal sensitivity, learning by rote and self-cultivation); in methods of extracting
confessions well known in the Papal Inquisition (13th century) and elaborated through the
centuries, especially by the Russian secret police; in methods of organizing corrective prisons,
mental hospitals and other institutions for producing value change; in methods used by
religious sects, fraternal orders, political elites or primitive societies for converting or initiating
new members. Thought reform techniques are consistent with psychological principles but
were not explicitly derived from such principles.[15]
Mind-control theories from the Korean War era came under criticism in subsequent
years. According to forensic psychologist Dick Anthony, the CIA invented the concept of
"brainwashing" as a propaganda strategy to undercut communist claims that American POWs in
Korean communist camps had voluntarily expressed sympathy for communism. Anthony stated
that definitive research demonstrated that fear and duress, not brainwashing, caused western
POWs to collaborate. He argued that the books of Edward Hunter (whom he identified as a
secret CIA "psychological warfare specialist" passing as a journalist) pushed the CIA
brainwashing theory onto the general public. He further asserted that for twenty years, starting
in the early 1950s, the CIA and the Defense Department conducted secret research (notably
including Project MKULTRA) in an attempt to develop practical brainwashing techniques, and
that their attempt failed.[16]
The U.S. military and government laid charges of "brainwashing" in an effort to
undermine detailed confessions made by U.S. military personnel to war crimes, including
biological warfare, against the Koreans. (The United States and Biological Warfare: Secrets From
the Early Cold War, by Stephen Endicott and Edward Hagerman at York University, Toronto;
Indiana University Press, 1998).10
TRUE STORY OF MIND CONTROL
Some years ago, a young lady (I’ll call her Nancy) twenty-five years old came to our
ministry. She was a practicing witch to the level of killing animals in her kitchen sink to worship
Satan.
Nancy was in bad physical, mental and spiritual shape when we first met her. She told us
her story that both her mother and father had sexually abused her since age two. Nancy’s
father was a “Christian minister.” The things that she talked about fit some of the information
that I am going to share with you.
When she was four years old, she hid under her bed from her father. She was crying when
suddenly, she heard a voice say. “Why are you crying, little girl?”
“I’m crying because no one loves me.”
“We love you.”
“Who are you?
Then these demons appeared to her. They were in the form of her little pink stuffed
animals! Actually these stuffed toy animals were demons. They became her spirit guides and
gained total control of her mind and life. These demons led her life into deep rebellion and
witchcraft. She was also a victim of sexual abuse and her handlers were her parents. After her
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salvation and deliverance, Nancy became a dedicated Christian. She is working as a nurse in an
AIDS Clinic, leading people to the Lord Jesus!
After discovering the reality of mind-control programming, the author believes that
Nancy is a product of a mind control handler which turned out to be her father. These people
are also known as programmers. They function exactly like a person who is operating a
computer. The computer has programming that has been inserted by the manufacturer but
then the programmer can insert new programs and files. These files can be called up when the
programmer calls them up. They simply open the file and then the information that has been
placed into the file appears. The computer operator can manipulate the computer’s mind! They
can close the file, open the file or throw it away. The file stays on the computer as long as the
operator wants it to remain there.
To the handler, the victim’s mind is their computer. They turn the victim’s mind on
through trauma. The way it works is the mind control handler creates a trauma and then places
the spirit of fear as a gatekeeper in the victim’s mind. The gatekeeper, fear, divides the single
mind and breaks the mind into fragments creating the schizophrenic mind. This shattered mind
can be manipulated because the original owner and controller, the victim, has lost their mind
and a new controller can manipulate their mind and reprogram it.
Then various spirit personalities (demons) are layered into newly created avenues that
are fashioned in the subconscious mind. For instance, these demons could become
personalities such as, a Christian personality; or a murdering personality; or an intellectual
personality, etc. These personalities may not know each other. It’s like living in a city and
though there are many streets and avenues, you may not know their location or their names
but they are there!
Many handlers are simply people who usually live a double life which are also controlled
by demons. Working in agreement with Satan, they carry out works of darkness with their
demonic powers over their children through the use of sexual, verbal and physical abuse to
cause emotional shock that initiates extremely distressing experiences bringing severe
emotional traumas. This evil action may have long-lasting psychological influence on the injured
party causing great trauma and fear over the victim whom the demon of fear triggers a false
escape from the horrors. The mind is shattered into many pieces and it’s in these empty spaces
that the demons are implanted.
Through dissociative process and splits or shattering of the mind into group of mental
processes from the rest of the mind, fear gives them a reason or grounds for victim to lose of
feeling the usual relationship with it. Other words, the trauma is buried and forgotten but at
the same time, the demon fear opens a door for the mind controller to implant a demon into a
split part of the subconscious mind
Today, we are seeing many trained controllers and handlers being used in our
government, businesses, churches, schools and universities, movies, television, music and
entertainment. They work in concert to turn masses of people from Jesus to the Devil.
Satan has tremendous control over his captives. He can control them completely. The
Bible says, “But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost; In whom the god of this
world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel
of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them,” (2 Corinthians 4:3-4). 11
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SATAN’S AGENTS
However, Satan uses people as his Agents. Programmers and mind controllers will
continue to be to gain access to the slave’s mind if the person tries to run and hide from them.
There are no hiding places in the world because the agents work with supernatural powers.
Deliverance ministers can hide them under the blood covering of Jesus Christ. The author
ministered to a young girl that was a member of a local satanic group. We were walking
together in the mall when she suddenly turned white and said, “There’s the priest of my
coven.” She ran away. However, the priest and the man that he was with never gave notice of
his former captive. Why? She was covered by the Blood of Jesus. They could not see her.
ACCESSING
Before the deliverance minister and the victim can work on accessing issues; they need to
understand HOW a mind-control slave can be accessed. The following are summaries of some
of the more usual methods of accessing that is making contact with a mind-control slave.
MEDIA:
Access codes/colors/story schemes/pictures in the newspapers, television, Christian television,
ads, radio, and news events that are broadcast in all fashions.
PERSON TO PERSON:
Eye winks, eye blinks, hand signals, body gestures, clothing, colors, words, karaoke song
selections sung, other victims of mind control, taps such as 3 taps, and the arrival of particular
persons, one’s children, one’s boss, one’s relatives.
TECHNOLOGICAL:
Sounds in Morse code, break lights done in code, head light flashes, gunshots in area such
as 3 gunshots, blank telephone calls, recorded messages left on answering machine, telephone
tones, late calls from master, airplanes flying certain patterns in area, helicopters flying certain
patterns, and lights on helicopters.
ITEMS:
Keys, business cards, certain tokens or certain bills, letters such as chain letters, colors on
cars, statues at sites, signs, houses, and colors on houses, buttons.
MIND CONTROL IS A SPIRITUAL WORK OF THE DEVIL
Ezek 13:17-20 “Likewise, thou son of man, set thy face against the daughters of thy
people, which prophesy out of their own heart; and prophesy thou against them, 18 And say,
Thus saith the Lord God; Woe to the women that sew pillows to all armholes, and make
kerchiefs upon the head of every stature to hunt souls! Will ye hunt the souls of my people, and
will ye save the souls alive that come unto you? 19 And will ye pollute me among my people for
handfuls of barley and for pieces of bread, to slay the souls that should not die, and to save the
souls alive that should not live, by your lying to my people that hear your lies? 20 Wherefore
thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against your pillows, wherewith ye there hunt the souls
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to make them fly, and I will tear them from your arms, and will let the souls go, even the
souls that ye hunt to make them fly.” (Astral Projection … soul traveling… human spirit).
Astral Projection, Remote Viewing, Telepathy, Remote viewing a form of paranormalpsychic ability and remote influencing techniques used by intelligence agencies or wizards
or witches. (RV) is the practice of seeking impressions about a distant or unseen target
using paranormal means, in particular, extra-sensory perception; A Mind technology that
can teach anyone how to access accurate information about any person, place, thing, or
event anywhere in time.
1.
As the casual reader of the above will realize, it is almost impossible for a victim
of mind-control to be spiritually isolated from being accessed. This is why it is essential to
remove the victim from their ordinary environment and get them to a safe place where they
are secure and can be worked with, without interference.
2.
Only a Christian that knows how to cast out demons and knows the supernatural
power of Jesus Christ can overcome the paranormal powers of Satan’s agents.
Remote viewing. (IS JUST A TERM THAT IS JUST PLAIN WITCHCRAFT).
Russia started experimenting with paranormal powers Since early 1980s, Prof Georgy K.
Gurtovoy (Chief of the Laboratory on Applying Isotopes in Ophthalmology at the Research
Institute of Ophthalmology and President of the International Academy of Human Potential in
Moscow) … America quickly jumped on the band wagon and followed. This resulted in
deliverance ministers reporting about victims of satanic ritual abuse/multiple personality
disorder who testify of government run programs such as
A high government official describes Remote Viewing like this:
The term carries with it an air of mystery. Remote viewing is often associated with
secret military programs to exploit the powers that -- for most of us -- lie dormant in our
minds. Some find it ironic that it was the military that sought to unlock those powers -- and
so it is in a way. Ironic that one of the most conservative and hard-headed institutions in our
society was forward thinking enough to ask the questions and fund the studies that led to a
breakthrough of which all of us can now take advantage. … You, too, can develop the same
mental skill developed for the military. You can learn to take advantage of your own innate
extrasensory capabilities to experience and perceive locations, objects, persons, or events
that are hidden from you by shielding, distance, or even time.
Satanic ritual abuse has a history that is almost as old as history itself. Good King Hezekiah
was a victim as a child of SRA. (2 Chr. 29) who got free. Moses confronted the satanic magic of
Pharaoh's magicians who could create live snakes from sticks. The Apostle Paul had to deal with
Simon Magus, a leader of what is now known as Satanism. Solomon, one of the greatest men of
faith, backslides and became one of the greatest Satanists of all history. We have "no fellowship
with unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove them" (as per EPH. 5:11).12
Up to now, only a handful of victims in history have ever received this, and then only
temporarily. Because it is so difficult to isolate the victim from everything that might be a code,
a few knowledgeable sincere therapists have resorted to desensitizing the codes, and putting
safety mechanisms that cause the victim to get angry if someone tries to access them, and
allows them to block out the codes. However, this is only part of the answer, because if they
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physically get a hold of an ex-victim, they can traumatize that part of the mind that is resisting
the codes and destroy it so that they break the safety mechanisms.
The first step in desensitizing the codes is to look at them with alters, to go over it
consciously and know that it is a trigger. Once the conscious mind knows something is a trigger,
it is harder for it to work. Most of the triggers, codes and cues work at the subconscious (or
unconscious mind). I write unconscious--because they hit the mind at a very deep level. These
codes are not something sitting close to the front of the mind.
A skilled victim that is undergoing therapy may want to play along with the abusers so that
the Illuminati do not have a clear idea of where the system is rather than bucking the system
cold turkey. Again each situation for each victim is unique & calls for some clever responses.
Running from the abusers rather than confronting them when they publicly try to secretly
access the victim may send the wrong signal that the victim fears the abusers. The abusers love
to see fear; fear only encourages them. Hopefully, the support team can develop their own
strategies, without us having to spell it all out, & then having someone mechanically “do it by
the book.”
DIFFERENT PERSONALITIES AND HYPNOSIS
Satan’s change agents and mind controllers can cause many different personalities to
appear in the person or persons (mass hypnosis) that they have targeted to enslave.
"But I fear lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so your
minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ. For it he that cometh
preacheth another Jesus, whom, we have not preached, or if ye receive another spirit, which
ye have not accepted, ye might well bear with him," (2 Cor. 11: 3-4).
Hypnosis is a power that is worked by witchcraft.
“The word hypnosis is derived from the Greek word hypnos, meaning sleep . . .
hypnotism is a means of bringing on an artificial state of sleep to the participant . . . more
accurately described as a state of reduced consciousness while one is a awake.13
We need to understand that it is a very serious matter to entrust ourselves over to
another person, even if we trust them. The hypnotized person comes under the will and
bidding of the hypnotizer. Your will is essentially neutralized and can be suggested to believe
and do whatever is asked by the hypnotizer. Our control subjugated to the will of the
hypnotizer can affect the mind as well as the body. Putting oneself in a hypnotic state is yielding
ones will to a defenseless, helpless mindless position. This places one under the power of the
person and demons.
Some wonder as to whether or not a hypnotist can cause the subject to do something
against his will. Many hypnotists claim that the will cannot be violated. However, we see people
do whatever is asked no matter how outrageous it is; from clucking like a chicken to getting up
and singing and dancing in front of strangers. In a hypnotic state one can be convinced that
they are going to be murdered and kill the other person in self-defense.14
Some even are able to cope with fear phobias from one session. Hypnosis claims to heal
depression, cure asthma even improve the mind’s memory. Those who are hypnotized do not
usually remember any of their acts while in that state, and often the after affects is tiredness
and feeling drained. While it supposedly increases recall, it also increases error, as subjects
were able to recall twice as much but made 3 times the errors.
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While hypnosis was once admitted as legal evidence in court cases, what was found is
that some people saw things they could not have possibly seen done being too far away.
Yet Hypnosis is nothing new. It has been used for thousands of years by witch doctors and
shaman spirit mediums alike. Hypnosis has always been a powerful tool of the occult. Four ways
to get in touch with the spiritual realm quickly is by hypnosis, drugs, meditation, and
visualization. Anytime we interfere and change the normal brain pattern we bring ourselves
into an altered state of consciousness, and if radical enough in touch with the spiritual realm. A
hypnotist may encourage the participant to enter a light or medium trance, but he cannot
guarantee the hypnotized subject from spontaneously entering the danger zone. This is where
real and permanent damage can occur. One can experience a sense of being separated from
their body, hallucinate, or go into a mystical state similar to those of mystics and mediators. 15
AGE REGRESSION AND HYPNOSIS
The New Age teaching that states that God is within each of us and He uses "Inner Self" as
a name for God to reach the inner self, they use hypnotism and guided imagery and Christians
are using both these witchcraft practices and calling them Inner Healing and Healing of
Memories. These practices find their origins in Eastern mysticism or Western occultism. They
are also connected to the teachings of Carl Jung who was deeply steeped in occultism through
automatic writing (renamed today as channeling). Carl Gustave Jung and Sigmund Freud laid
the foundation for all modern work in the field of psychology. 1
Sigmund Freud (German pronunciation: [ˈziːkmʊnt ˈfʁɔʏt]), born Sigismund Schlomo
Freud (6 May 1856 – 23 September 1939), was an Austrian neurologist who founded the
discipline of psychoanalysis.




Freud later developed theories about the unconscious mind and the mechanism of
repression, and established the field of verbal psychotherapy by creating
psychoanalysis, a clinical method for treating psychopathology through dialogue
between a patient (or "analysand") and a psychoanalyst. Psychoanalysis has in turn
helped inspire the development of many other forms of psychotherapy, some diverging
from Freud's original ideas and approach.
Freud postulated that sexual drives were the primary motivational forces of human life,
developed therapeutic techniques such as the use of free association, discovered the
phenomenon of transference in the therapeutic relationship and established its central
role in the analytic process, and interpreted dreams as sources of insight into
unconscious desires. He was also a prolific essayist, drawing on psychoanalysis to
contribute to the history, interpretation and critique of culture.

Carl Gustav Jung (German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf ˈjʊŋ]; 26 July 1875 – 6 June 1961) was a Swiss
psychiatrist and the founder of analytical psychology.


Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human psyche as "by nature
religious" and make it the focus of exploration.[1] Jung is one of the best known
researchers in the field of dream analysis and symbolization. While he was a fully
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involved and practicing clinician, much of his life's work was spent exploring tangential
areas, including Eastern and Western philosophy, alchemy, astrology, and sociology, as
well as literature and the arts.
Jung considered individuation, a psychological process of integrating the opposites
including the conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative
autonomy, necessary for a person to become whole.[2] Individuation is the central
concept of analytical psychology.[3]
Many psychological concepts were first proposed by Jung, including the archetype, the
collective unconscious, the complex, and synchronicity. A popular psychometric
instrument, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed
from Jung's theories.

MEMORY RECOVERY
Current trends are Christian believers being hypnotized who are brought back into
memories of a few days or from the womb and prior to birth, experiencing past lives. However
this is scientifically impossible because of the scientific fact that the myelin sheathing is too
underdeveloped in the prenatal, natal, and early postnatal brain to reserve such memories.
Some 25,000 cases have been documented by a doctor. It certainly appears as if familiar spirits
were there during these people’s lifetimes to give a somewhat accurate reading, convincing
those involved.
Past life regression, the victim is hypnotized is done to help subjects overcome some type
of phobia or fear such as swimming (which the counselor claim usually means they drowned in
their past life). Most everyone is somebody in the past, even though they may not be now.
The fact is no one knows exactly how hypnosis actually “works,” and though they may
have intentions of using it for good it is still an unexplored area that affects the mind. Some use
it for self-healing. The Occultist Edgar Cayce also used self-hypnosis to enter a trance state and
diagnose disease and prescribe treatment to patients he never saw, some from faraway places.
Self-hypnosis can be occulted and just as dangerous as a trance induced by a hypnotist. This is
the same state mediums go into to contact the “dead,” or when clairvoyants receive
information of events they could not know by natural means.
Just because hypnotists use scientific terminology does not mean their abilities are
mental or from natural phenomena. Most hypnotists do not believe in the occult and are
neither open to considering this phenomena being from a spiritual (demonic) source. They feel
it is either latent human power or something undiscovered as yet. As one surrenders himself to
a doorway into the occult, under the disguise of “science” or “medicine,” he has opened
himself to the powers outside himself, and probable deception.
We are warned by God not to practice sorcery, divination, or enchantment. we are not to
follow after mediums, wizards, enchanters, charmers, and those who have a familiar spirit
(Deut. 18:9-14).
Hypnosis, as it is practiced today, may be related to what is identified in the Old
Testament as “enchantment” (Lev. 19:26).
In a recent news report Hypnosis … it measurably changes how the brain works, says a UK
researcher.
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Hypnosis significantly affects the activity in a part of the brain responsible for detecting
and responding to errors, says John Gruzelier, a psychologist at Imperial College in London.
Using functional brain imaging, he also found that hypnosis affects an area that controls higher
level executive functions.
“This explains why, under hypnosis, people can do outrageous things that ordinarily they
wouldn’t dream of doing,” says Gruzelier, who presented his study at the British Association for
the Advancement of Science Festival in Exeter, UK.
Hypnosis is being used to help cancer patients’ deal with painful treatments . . .
“The team screened subjects before the study and chose 12 that were highly susceptible
to hypnosis and 12 with low susceptibility. They all completed the task in the fMRI under
normal conditions and then again under hypnosis.
Under hypnosis, Gruzelier found that the highly susceptible subjects showed significantly
more brain activity in the anterior cingulate gyrus than the weakly susceptible subjects. This
area of the brain has been shown to respond to errors and evaluate emotional outcomes . . .”16
We are now into a second generation of so-called inner healers. Many Biblically
untrained, psychologically unskilled workers have come forth. They read a book and step into
the experience. They have no idea that many of the techniques and words that they are using
are, in fact, old time witchcraft. Because the words have power over their victims and do cause
psychological and sometimes emotional changes, they actually believe this to be from God.
They play the role of mediums.
Although many doctors may use hypnosis for treating certain illness, in the past, it has
always been associated with the occult by the Church. Kurt Koch, a considered expert on the
occult warns of disastrous effects from this practice: “I was asked to speak at several meetings
in a Baptist church in the state of Maine. The pastor of the church told me the story of his son.
His son had been converted to Christ at the age of sixteen. He was baptized and became a
member of his father’s church. He went to college about sixty miles from his hometown.”
At the end of the college year, an entertainment was held for the students and teachers.
The president invited a certain entertainer who performed all kinds of tricks and illusions. One
thing he did was to pick out twenty-five students to be hypnotized on the platform. One was
given a big red potato, and it was suggested to him it was a wonderful apple which he was now
allowed to eat. The boy ate the red potato with great delight. To another boy, the entertainer
suggested: “You are a baby, and here is your bottle of milk which you must drink.” The boy
drank the bottle of milk to the last drop. To a third, he said it was very hot; he was on a lake and
could now bathe. The boy undressed and put on a pair of bathing trunks. All these tricks were
greeted by laughter and applause. To the pastor’s son he said, “You are in a horse race, and
your horse has a chance of winning.” He began to ride on a chair placed back to front as if he
were sitting on a horse.
When the entertainment was over, the entertainer was able to release all the boys from
hypnosis; all except the pastor’s son, whom he could not restore to consciousness. The
president became angry. There was nothing to do but to call the hospital.
An ambulance took the boy to the hospital where five specialists tried to deal with the
hypnotized boy. They were not able. The father was not informed until six days later. He drove
straight to the hospital by car and took his son home. Then he remembered his local doctor
who came immediately. The doctor angrily said, “If he were my son, I would take the principal
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and the entertainer to court.” The pastor and his wife prayed for days, but nothing happened.
Suddenly, the pastor remembered the Scriptures about commanding in the name of Jesus. He
looked in spirit to the cross of Christ on Calvary and cried: “In the name of Jesus Christ, the Son
of God, I command you dark powers to withdraw.” At once the hypnotic spell was broken. The
boy regained consciousness. At last, the horse race ended. Hypnosis does not have a place in
the Body of Christ! Amateurs and professionals alike had better beware of mixing the occult
with Scriptures.17
Psychic, Dr. Nandor Fodor defines hypnotism as “a peculiar state of consciousness,
artificially induced, which liberates subconscious powers in the subject, puts him in rapport
with the hypnotizer, makes him accept and meticulously execute any of his suggestions,
whether hypnotic or post-hypnotic, which do not conflict with deeper instincts of selfpreservation and morality, and produces such strange physiological effects as anesthesia and
the remarkable control over organic processes of the body. In hypnotic sleep the waking stimuli
are strongly resisted, the sleeper hears and answers.”18
The Encyclopedia Britannica gives an objective, non-psychically oriented definition of
hypnosis: “A sleep-like state that nevertheless permits a wide range of behavioral responses to
stimulation. The hypnotized individual appears to heed only the communications of the
hypnotist. Even memory and awareness of self may be altered by suggestion, and the effects of
the suggestions may be extended (post-hypnotically) into subsequent waking activity.” 19
Hypnotism can be defined as a means of bringing on an artificial state of trance - sleep or
reduced consciousness. The inner-healing ministry is dependent upon hypnosis because the
minister uses suggestions to put the person in an altered state of consciousness!
However, it is clearly the preaching or teaching of "another Jesus" as warned against in
the Scriptures which state:
"But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so your
minds should be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ. For if he that cometh preacheth
another Jesus, whom we have not preached, or if ye receive another spirit which ye have not
received, or another gospel, which ye have not accepted . . . “(1 Cor. 11: 2-4).
“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly that in the latter times some shall depart from the
faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having
their conscience seared with a hot iron,” (I Tim. 4:1). “The successful infiltration and
acceptance of New Age doctrines through "big names and big ministries" reminds one of the
Scripture found in (Gal. 3:1).”O Foolish Galatians, who hath bewitched you, that ye should not
obey the truth, before whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently set forth, crucified among
you?” We must pray for the Church of Jesus!
ALTERS AND SUB PERSONALITIES Shamanistic Practices
Paul told us to be "discerning Christians" in (1 Cor. 2:15), "He that is spiritual
(pneumatikos) judgeth all things." Also, Jeremiah warns us in the Old Testament to beware of
false prophets. "And the Lord said to me, the prophets are prophesying lies in my name; I did
not send them, nor did I command them or speak to them. They are prophesying to you a lying
vision, worthless divination, and the deceit of their own minds." (Jer. 14:14).
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The Churches' spiritual advance is being tested as never before and she sometimes seems
inadequate to meet the need. A fresh light from God is therefore an imperative necessity, as
new situations arise.20
Some Christians discussing victims of satanic ritual abuse/multiple personality disorders
talk about these issues in the very same psychological terminologies as the mind handlers. I saw
that one person believes that “alters will form into various types of what he calls “subpersonalities.” He says that each “alter” is highly trained for a specific task, such as assassin,
runner, intelligence gathering, and even have sub personalities trained in demonic spiritual
warfare.” He claims that these “alters” can summon up dark powers behind the scenes even
while the “core victim” is seeking help
This author goes on to declare that these “alters” are being trained (by the government
military) and being prepared for “the coming chaos.” He actually discusses “one particular form
of alter that he has only seen three times. “This is a “demon sub-personality” when triggered by
a “handler” will act out a scene of one who is demon possessed and manifesting. He goes to
state, “… because it’s not a real demon but a sub-personality that was implanted, IT IS NOT
SUBJECT TO THE AUTHOITY TO JESUS.”
WOW!
My Bible says every knee shall bow and every tongue shall declare that Jesus Christ is
Lord! Here we have a person teaching that something that he calls an “alter” is not subject to
the name of Jesus? He sees Jesus totally helpless to defend a human that has been entrapped
by the work of a man-made “alter”? Then claims, Family Deliverance Charts
Pat Holliday, PhD. http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com
AWESOME SPIRITUAL POWER
This is a companion Book to Family Deliverance Book. This book is Charts Family
Deliverance. It is true that Jesus Christ left awesome spiritual power to His church. “And Jesus
came and spake unto them, saying, “All power is given to me in heaven and in earth. Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost. Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you:
I lo am with you alway, even unto the end of the world, Amen,” (Matt. 28:18:20).
This “Great Commission” is our marching order in evangelism. It is worldwide in its
scope; sin-deep in its reach; heaven-high in his hope and eternity long in the duration of its
results. Jesus said in (Matt. 12: 23-33) that Satan is not going to let anyone destroy his house
without putting up a strong fight. He must be neutralized before a Christian can release his
captives. Jesus asks this penetrating question “how can anyone enter a strongman’s house and
carry off his possession unless he first tie up the strongman?” Then Jesus told us that we
could enter his house in the Word. “Or else how can one enter into a strong man’s house, and
spoil his goods, except he first bind the strong man? and then he will spoil his house,” (Matt.
12:29).
Indeed binding the strongman is the first basic Principle of Spiritual warfare In fact, before
any warfare opposing power and principalities and wicked rulers and evil spirits can be won to
release the nation, cities, individual, family, the strongman must be bound to be defeated. The
most powerful spiritual weapon is binding and loosing the strongman. Jesus said, (Matt 18:1820): 18 “Verily I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven:
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and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. 19 “Again I say unto you,
That if two of you shall agree on earth as touching anything that they shall ask, it shall be
done for them of my Father which is in heaven. 20 For where two or three are gathered
together in my name, there am I in the midst of them.”
Once Satan’s power is bound, Jesus enters freely into his house and carries off Satan’s
possessions. It happens through you speaking to the demons, by the Word of God, in the name of
Jesus. It is you acting in spiritual authority that Jesus delegated to His believers. He, sitting at the
right hand of the Father, releases His power to you to defeat the Devil. The territory is delivered
and Satan loses control. It works by a partnership between you and Jesus to defeat the Demons.
Binding Satan’s powers then Jesus enters freely enters into his house and carries off Satan’s
possessions.
o The territory is delivered and Satan loses control.
o The Greek word for spoil occurs in two forms, Diapazo and harapzo, which means “an
intensive spoiling, plunder and snatching away.”
o In (Lk. 11-22), the Greek word Skulon, conveys “arms stripped from a foe.” Putting it
simply, Satan is stripped of his weapons, (Lk. 11:21,22).
o The Greek word Deo means literally ties or fasten, to arrest or paralyze. The Christian
reclaims everything that he has stolen.
o In other words, Christians aggressively binding the power of demons and prohibits them
from the carry forward their assignments.
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but other nations too.
She has spent her life helping people to find Jesus Christ as Savior, Lord, and
Deliverer.
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